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Dear 
 
Thank you for your information request of 5 October 2016.  Aberdeen City Council (ACC) has
completed the necessary search for the information requested.

 
In accordance with the Freedom of Information Act, I would be grateful if you could comply
with the following request.
 
1. How many potholes were reported to the local authority in (a) 2012-13 (b) 2013-14, (c)
2014-15 and (d) 2015-16, and how many members of the public contacted the local authority
in each year to report these defects.
Please see figures below for yearly breakdowns for total enquiries that have been raised against
roads. Please be aware these are numbers of total enquiries, which covers all operational duties
carried out by Roads. We cannot provide a further breakdown of this or a breakdown of who
reported it.
 
2012-13                5627
2013-14                4368
2014-15                4224
2015-16                4290
 
ACC is unable to provide you with information on How many potholes were reported to the
local authority as it is excepted from disclosure. In order to comply with its obligations under
the terms of Regulation 13 of the EIRs, ACC hereby gives notice that we are refusing your
request under the terms of Regulation 10(4)(b) – Manifestly Unreasonable - of the EIRs.
 
In making this decision ACC considered the following points:
 
To respond to this request fully would require the analysis on 18,509 enquiries due to the fact
that any enquiries that are raised against Roads are listed as general enquiries rather than
specific issues. They are not broken down by defect type such as potholes etc. In addition to this,
an accurate number of potholes reported  would be impossible to report as often the same
pothole is reported several times, creating duplicates. Also, very often location information of a
defect is very vague so two potholes reported on the same road with vague location details
might be logged as only one pothole.
 
Also, in order to provide a number for how many of these reports came from members of public
would require analysis to determine whether it was a member of public or an inspector or staff.
 
There is only one member of staff processing claims for the roads department and it would take
approximately 3,085 hours of work to extract this information. This would have a detrimentally
negative impact on the day to day operation of the service and, as such, is deemed to be
manifestly unreasonable to undertake.



 
2. How many potholes did the local authority repair in (a) 2012-13 (b) 2013-14, (c) 2014-15
and (d) 2015-16.
2012-13 = 16008
2013-14 = 17274
2014-15 = 13886
2015-16 = 18766
 
3. How many potholes do you currently have on record as awaiting repair.
We currently have 28 work orders outstanding for pothole repairs. An accurate number for
individual potholes awaiting repair is not obtainable due to how work orders are raised. Often if
there are a few potholes in a certain area, the area is listed along with stating fix ‘numerous
potholes’ in this area, no accurate numbers of holes are given. Please also note that these jobs
are raised for 7 day repair timescales or over, ranging from 7 day, 14 day, 28 day or 3 months.
Meaning that they are not considered safety defects, in compliance with the Road Safety
Inspection Manual, which can be found here:
 
http://www.aberdeencity.gov.uk/web/files/Roads/road_safety_inspection_manual.pdf
 
ACC is unable to provide you with information on How many potholes do you currently have
on record as awaiting repair as it is not held by ACC.  In order to comply with its obligations
under the terms of Section 17 of the FOISA, ACC hereby gives notice that this information is not
held by it. 
 
We hope this helps with your request.
 
Yours sincerely,
 
Grant Webster
Information Compliance Officer
 
INFORMATION ABOUT THE HANDLING OF YOUR REQUEST
 
As the information which you requested is environmental information, as defined under
Regulation 2(1) of the Environmental Information (Scotland) Regulations 2004 (the EIRs), ACC
considered that it was exempt from release through FOISA, and must therefore give you notice
that we are refusing  your request under Section 39(2) of FOISA (Freedom of Information
(Scotland) Act 2002).  However, you have a separate right to access the information which you
have requested under Regulation 5 of the EIRs, under which ACC has handled your request.
Please refer to the attached PDF for more information about your rights under the EIRs.
 
 
Information Compliance Team
Communications and Promotion
Office of Chief Executive
Aberdeen City Council
Room 1-24
Town House



Broad Street
ABERDEEN AB10 1AQ

foienquiries@aberdeencity.gov.uk 
01224 523827/523602

Tel 03000 200 292
 
*03000 numbers are free to call if you have ‘free minutes’ included in your mobile call plan.
Calls from BT landlines will be charged at the local call rate of  10.24p per minute (the same as 01224s).
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